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His Holiness Pope Francis
His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI
cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
cc: Queen Sofia of Spain
cc: Allies for the Rule of God's Law

30 August 2015
Holy Fathers,
Ave Maria!
It's a spicy 'super moon' like "a yellow marigold in a salsa picante bottle"; or a round of "spicy goat
cheese".
Our Immaculate Virgin Mary has brought before the LORD the "intelligent fish of the deep", who can
"play chess" who, "are in great fear"; we recall the 'terror' unleashed by in the oceans; sound
bombs, beached dolphins and whales, fish shoal die offs, cut up seals and sea lions.
The hubris of 'man' who lives like fish in a tank, caught in the net of space-time.
Even as fish cannot 'see' the water as their 'prison' and poops in the aquarium or ocean, man looks
out in 'space-time', the aquarium of the LORD, which appears to contain the 'black hole' in the
"milky way", "dark matter" and "all thy shit".
A few days ago, Mahakali showed us the "modern European flushing toilet" which "flushes so
forcefully" that it may cause worry that the shit may fly off the edge before disappearing into the
vortex. It made us recall the 'bottomless pit' of scripture. Mahakali did not look pleased.
We have since noticed that "news" about CERN is now appearing:
http://consciouslyenlightened.com/cern-scientist-disappears/

"CERN's main purpose for building the Collider was too, well it was to open a door way .... The
government leaders threw endless funding at the Family and the rest of CERN in the hopes of
understanding what kind of power lay in another universe. Think of the possible endless source of
Energy, faster than light travel, weaponry that could obliterate enemies using laser. The possibilities
for *power* were truly staggering."
Barbarians of the Hammer smashing tiny rocks together, looking for more 'force'; confusing force
with Power. They appear to have read about The Library and The Book it contains. "Educated
man!", to quote Sir Humphrey.
" ... What the scientists have done is to destroy the atom, the stuff which God made and used to
make the universe. They have released destructive forces into the world and degenerative forces
along with them among mankind. Even the peaceful commercial use of nuclear energy in
reactor-installations brings these evils among us and the precautionary safeguards fail to overcome
them."
Notebooks of Paul Brunton [ courtofrecord. org/archive/notebooks/para/14089
1
" At the heart of every atom of every universe there is Spirit, divine and deathless. It is for this
reason that any human society based upon its denial has no future and cannot survive.
" As long as man exists he will need to satisfy inner hunger, to find spiritual comfort, to receive holy
communion, and to hear words of eternal truth."
Notebooks of Paul Brunton [ courtofrecord.org/archive/notebooks/para/14062
1
The curious reader can visit the link about CERN above and also this one:
" The LHC is just a 'quark cannon that produces lumps of strange quarks, strangelets. The LHC is a
cyclical, 'never-ending' cannon barrel, that accelerates lead ion 'bullets' every cycle, the heaviest
non-radioactive atom with more quarks, with two purposes: to increase the mass of those quarks
transforming them into 'strange quarks', and then collide them to make 'strangelets', strange quark
condensates .... "
" ... its likely outcome: the production of enough strange matter to start an ice-9 extinction (creation
of a critical mass of strangelet able to convert the Earth into a pulsar)"

https:llcerntruth.wordpress.com/

Truth makes itself known; as a result fiction and wishful thinking shall burn away. Stupidity gets its
own reward.
Pinocchio appears to have a 'wooden' brain and seems not to learn; Mahakali has shown us that
Spiderman and friends are playing once again: "every man must playa part".

The Blind Watchmaker
Being, YHVH, cannot 'see', for there is no second 'thing' to see. The LORD is like unto The Blind
Watchmaker; when an observation is make known to Him, it causes the vast realm of a probability
distribution to precipitate, as it were, into a particle that is observed. This is nothing new, for a
scriptural example, see Jeremiah 24:2 in its context.

Dismalland
http://www. telegraph. co. uklnews/worldnews/asia/chi
nal 11830509/Black-Monday-diary-Eight
at -a-financial-advice-fi rm-in- the-m idst -of-market -meltdown. html

-hours-

" On the other hand we had one client - let's call him Mr A - who, after receiving a market
commentary update from us in the morning, sent us an email saying "it sounds like a great time to
buy!" ... China needed to come off its hyperactive "Red Bull" economic growth and move to a
calmer "Earl Grey" style economy."
" ... it may be worth recalling the words of an 18th century Lord Rothschild: "Buy when there's blood
in the streets - even if the blood is your own.""

You Are What You Eat
www. telegraph. co. uklnews/newsvideo/vi ral-videol 1183032 7IMarmot -squirrel-screams-I ike-a-child-o
n-Canadas- Blackcomb- Mounta in.htm I
www. telegraph. co. ukiculture/tvandradio/bbc/11829856/GeorgeMonbiot -butchers-and-eats-squi rrellive-on-BBC-Newsnight.html
The squirrel-killers are packing "onion-skin shares" 'purchased' with f[rjiction into their nests before
a forest fire; "chefs" are dreaming of cooking up "squirrels" with "seven strokes" of their chopper;
Vultures are dreaming of yummy scraps.
http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/20
15/08/28/former _nuncio _wesolowski_awaiting_trial_ diesl 1167971
" ... he died of natural causes.". Hmm. Lets see. Where did he die? The Vatican Jungle. What are
the likely "natural causes"? The naked sting of shame, a forest fire in the bush, desire for Idignitasl
and the Vulture known as "Dead men tell no lies".
http://en.radiovaticana .va/news/20 15/08/26/putting_mercy _to_ work_to_clothe_the_naked/1167544
That is what happens when people "die": By the grace of LORD God YHVH, Mercy starts to workGenesis 3:21 " ... did the LORD God make coats of skins, and clothed them." After about "7 days
plus 9 months" Waaah! The wheels on the bus go round and round ....

MEN are nuts about sex
www.independent.co.ukllife-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/ashley-madison-hack-just-three-in-every10000-female-accounts-on-infidelity-website-are-real-1
047531 O.html
Is it lignoratio elenchi!? Or is it 'freedom at midnight'? 'Catholic conservatives' have an odd way of
assuming the only job the Pope has is to talk about sex. The social engineering purpose, it
appears, is to create a new rabid 'victim' class for 'salvinification'.

Unhitched [ htlp://i.telegraph.co.uklmultimedia/archiveI03420/858ADAMS20150827
_3420163k.jpg j
Do the 'sponsors' of Mr. Corbyn wish to have him head the 'Committee for the management of the
lunatics and idiots' of their estate?

Prophecy
http://www.jposl.com/Diaspora/LiVE-STREAMING-Obama-gives-special-Iran-deal-address-to-North

-American-Jews-413590
Picture: A happy Obama
" After the United States Congress debates and votes on the Iran nuclear deal next month, US and
Israeli policy on Iran will realign "pretty quick," President Barack Obama predicted on Friday ....
"We're all pro-Israel," he stated. "We're all family." "

And we've seen it reported that both Putin and Pope plan to be at the UN in September. There are
reports of HSBC payment system glitches, reports that US Federal employees did not get paid.
HSBC employees continue to be !ignoratio elenchi! about sanctions. IRS continues to send
post-dated shark letters.
Perhaps the 'Lucky Star of Hidden Things' shall pursue enemies and send messages if not
messengers this fortnight. Astrologers may say it is a good time this Super Moon to "enter into
ship" and "take your journey to the south".
We send our love to YHVH for our Holy Fathers!
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

